Abstract-We present a statistical approach for estimating power consumption of GPU kernels. We use the GPU perfor· mance counters that are exposed for CUDA applications, and train a linear regression model where performance counters are used as independent variables and power consumption is the dependent variable. For model training and evaluation, we use publicly available CUDA applications, consisting of 49 kernels in the CUDA SDK and the Rodinia benchmark suite. Our regression model achieves highly accurate estimates for many of the tested kernels, where the average error ratio is 4.7%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern graphics processing units (GPUs) are being increas ingly used to accelerate a wide variety of scientific appli cations such as physical simulations [1] , bioinformatics [2] , and medical analysis [3] . This trend has been made possible with the recent advancements in programmability embodied as CUDA and OpenCL, which greatly simplify exploiting much higher peak performance of GPUs than conventional multi core CPUs.
Integration of GPUs into the already power-consuming HPC systems, however, must be carefully evaluated with respect to the impacts on system power efficiency [4] . The peak power of the latest high-end GPUs is as large as 250W, while the typical CPU consumes only 100W at maximum. This does not necessarily indicate that the GPU has lower energy efficiency since the advantage in performance can offset the larger power consumption. However, whether offloading computations to GPUs can actually yield better energy efficiency than solely using CPUs cannot be determined statically and depends on performance and power characteristics of specific applications. This paper presents a statistical approach to estimating GPU power consumption. While the power behavior can be observed with hardware power sensors, one could not assume that such sensors are available in typical HPC machines, since they are not currently a standard component in commercially available GPUs. Therefore, identification of power consump tion can only be done with a conjecture based on observable behavior. To do so, we study a statistical approach using GPU performance profiles that can be obtained without special hardware. More specifically, we collect performance profiles of various GPU kernels by using performance counters, and simultaneously measure the power consumption of the kernels using hardware power sensors. Once the profiles are collected, we derive a statistical model of the GPU that estimates the power consumption of a GPU kernel from its performance counters. The resulting model can then be used to estimate the power consumption without special hardware sensors. This can be especially useful in GPU clusters where all machines have the same type of GPU; we could derive a power model on one of the machine, which could then be used on the remaining machines.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the above approach for NVIDIA CUDA GPUs. We collect both power and perfor mance profiles from 49 CUDA kernels in publicly available programs, namely the CUDA SDK and the Rodinia benchmark suite [5] . Our linear regression modeling finds that instruction and memory throughputs are the two most highly correlated factors with power consumption. We evaluate the estimation accuracies of the model with cross validation and show that it can estimate the power consumption from the performance counters with an average error ratio of 4.7%. We also show that our model fails to accurately estimate power consumption of kernels with texture reads because of the lack of performance counters for texture accesses.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Target CPU Architecture
While there are several types of GPUs available in the mar ket, the current majority in HPC is a PCI-Express extension card that contains both a GPU itself with several hundred MB to a GB of DRAM. One example is the recent NVIDIA GPUs, such as GeForce GTX 285 and Tesla C1060, both of which essentially employ the same architecture with different frequency and capacity configurations. This section briefly describes its architecture for the discussion in the subsequent sections.
The architecture of NVIDIA GPUs supports both graphics and throughput-oriented general-purpose computing [6] . It consists of dozens to hundreds of Streaming Processor (SP) cores, of which eight are organized into a Streaming Multipro cessor (SM). The eight SP cores in an SM execute the same instruction but consume different data (i.e., SIMD parallelism). Each SM has own register files, software-managed on-chip cache, and read-only constant memory cache, and can be controlled independently from other SMs (i.e., SPMD paral lelism). Recent high-end models, such as GeForce 285 GTX  and Telsa C1070, for example, have 30 SMs or 240 SPs in a  single GPU, each clocked at 1.48 GHz and 1.44 GHz. A single GPU board has an external off-chip DRAM of several hundreds of mega bytes to giga bytes. The GPU DRAM system is optimized for block data accesses: The bus width can be as large as 512 bits, which is eight times larger than the DDR3 interface used in standard PC and server memory systems. Thus, fine-grained random accesses are not as efficient as in DDR3 memories. Another notable difference between the standard CPU and the GPU memory systems is that the latter has only very limited data caches, and thus most of data loads and stores to DRAM in the GPU are not cached, taking 400-600 cycles of latency. However, unlike the standard CPU, each SM is also equipped with a software managed scratch pad memory called shared memory, which can be accessed from the eight SPs with as low latency as registers.
The GPU can be programmed in C language with the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) extension [7] , [8] . The primary abstractions include kernels, threads, thread blocks, and grids. A GPU kernel is a program that can be invoked on CUDA GPUs. A CUDA thread represents a single flow of scalar execution of a kernel, and has own set registers and constant memory. A CUDA thread block is a group of threads that cooperatively run on a single SM. The threads in the same thread block can communicate through the shared memory, where the weak consistency protocol is implemented via a block synchronization primitive. The typical number of threads in a thread block ranges from 64 to 256. A CUDA grid is the collection of all thread blocks that are launched for executing a single kernel. The number of blocks inside a grid can be as large as billions, depending on specific application data sizes.
The GPU memory system is directly available in the CUDA programming model. The off-chip DRAM can be accessed through several different abstractions in CUDA, including global memory, and read-only texture memory and constant memory. Among them, global memory is the most often used one for storing a large amount of data in GPU DRAM, which is analogous to the heap memory in standard CPU-based sys tems, except that the GPU does not have the memory swapping capability. The global memory is significantly optimized for block data accesses, since the underlying hardware always accesses a block of 32, 64 or 128 bytes. This grouping of memory accesses is called coalescing in the CUDA terminol ogy.
The typical flow of kernel executions starts by transferring input data from host memory to the global memory by DMA through PCIe lanes. When the input data become available on the GPU side, a grid is launched with the user-specified configuration of numbers of threads and thread blocks. Each thread then loads its part of input data from the global memory, optionally shares it with the other threads in the same thread block to reduce load accesses, and performs computation using the loaded data, followed by writes of results to the global memory.
B. GPU Power Consumption
A single GPU board has two sources of input power: PCI Express lanes and auxiliary connectors. The former contains 12V and 3.3V lanes, and the latter has one or two of 12V inputs. The aggregated power inputs support a board that can consume as much as 250W. Fundamentally, power measure ment of a device can be done by clamping current probes around its power lines. This is possible with the auxiliary inputs to GPUs because they have separate, flexible cables for the power lines. To attach a clamp sensor to PCI power lanes, which cannot be separated with the rest, we use a PCI Express riser card where each lane can be separated by removing the covering layer of the lanes. Fig. I shows the average power of various CUDA kernels running on a GeForce 285 GTX as well as its idle power (The detailed machine configurations can be found in Section IV). The maximum power of the GPU is listed as 204W in the specification. FMA is a CUDA program that fully exercises computation units in the GPU chip so as to achieve the near peak performance; FMA 1 is a scaled-down version of FMA that only launches a single thread. Both are compute intensive and performs negligible memory operations. Memcpy copies a memory chunk of 200MB within GPU DRAM. Matmul computes a multiplication of two 8192 2 matrices. As shown in the graph, the average power varies from 92W to 171 W, which is lower than the theoretical peak. Therefore, using a single fixed metric such as the maximum as an estimate of GPU power consumption can result in inaccurate estimation of energy efficiency of the GPU.
III. STATISTICAL POWER MODELING
To identify power consumption of GPU kernels without relying on special hardware probes, we propose a statistical methodology that learns correlation between performance and power profiles.
A. Peiformance Profiling
The latest CUDA release as of this work is CUDA ver sion 2.3, which has 21 performance counters for analyzing Number of thread warps that has bank conflicts Number of TLB misses kernel performance [9] . Among them this study uses the 13 counters listed in Table I . The CUDA Profiler traces kernel invocations, collecting their performance profiles that include the performance counter values as well as the run time. Note that, because the number of simultaneously monitored counters is limited to four, we run each kernel multiple times to collect more than four counter values. Another limitation is that each counter records the number of specific events only on a single SM instead of the whole GPU. l Since a GPU has multiple SMs (e.g., 30 SMs in GeForce 285 GTX), the raw values of the counters do not directly indicate the actual number of total events on the GPU. If the workload is evenly distributed among multiple SMs, we can assume that the collected profile correctly reflects the behavior of the whole GPU; on the other hand, if it is imbalanced, i.e., the number of thread blocks executed on each SM differs significantly, we could end up with biased counter values. To remedy this limitation, we limit our modeling to those kernels that have enough thread blocks to avoid large load imbalance. The required number of thread blocks depends on the number of SMs in a specific GPU; in our study with GeForce 285 GTX, we only use kernels that launch at least 120 thread blocks.
Some important events in CUDA kernels are not monitored by the performance counters. For example, data reads from DRAM through texture hardware are not recorded. Since texture reads are cached in on-chip memory, they are espe cially beneficial when accessing irregular data, and thus some kernels extensively use texture reads instead of global memory reads. However, since texture reads are not monitored by any counters, the DRAM accesses in such kernels are not detected by our performance profiling. Thus, our modeling cannot accurately estimate power consumption of such kernels, as shown in the experimental evaluation. More accurate modeling remains to be a subject of future work.
B. Power Profiling
To measure the power consumption of a GPU, we use three current clamps (ORD HCS-20-1O-AP): one for 12V PCI lane, one for 3.3V PCI lane, and another for 12V auxiliary input. The current clamps are connected to a 32-channel National Instruments analog-to-digital converter (NI PCle-6259) via a Synergetech ST-30600 power measurement system. The AID converter is attached to a different machine as a PCI Express extension card, where we monitor the GPU power consump tion by reading samples from the probes at a particular interval. The AID converter can read one sample in 800 ns, or 2.4 Jls for the three probes. In this study, we configure the power monitor to sample the three probes at 10 JlS interval.
We measure the power consumption of each GPU kernel invocation by using the current probes and assuming the voltage of each power line to be constant according to the specification. To do so, we compute the average of the sam pling data for the kernel execution time. However, since the monitor and monitoree are two different machines, we cannot assume their clocks are completely synchronized. To minimize the error due to the clock difference, each kernel is repeated for multiple times so that the total time becomes longer than one second. Since both machines use Network Time Protocol, we expect errors due to clock difference is minimal.
C. Power Modeling 1) Linear Regression: Linear regression is a standard tech nique to model the correlation between independent and a dependent variable by assuming linearity between the vari ables. We attempt to derive a linear model where independent variables are based on performance counters of a kernel exe cution, and the dependent variable is the power consumption of the kernel. Although the linearity between the performance counters and power consumption cannot be proved, in practice linear regression often works effectively for a wide variety of real-world data.
Let Pk be the average power of a kernel and Cj, 1 ::; i ::; n be the performance counter values converted to the per-second scale, where n denotes the number of counters. We convert the raw performance and power profiles to the per-second scale by dividing them with the kernel execution time recorded in the CUDA Profiler output. Linear regression allows us to derive a model as:
where aj denotes the contribution of counter Cj to the power consumption and /3 is the constant intercept.
The above model allows us to estimate the average power of a given kernel rather than instantaneous power at arbitrary timings. Since the performance counters are only readable after the completion of each kernel, our model is able to model GPU power consumption at the granUlarity of kernel calls.
2) Model Selection: Table I includes multiple counters to record accesses to global memory. Since linear regression requires more training data for models with a larger number of dependent variables, we aggregate them to a single virtual counter. Specifically, we introduce a virtual counter named gld, which is defined as gld_32b + 2 x gld_64b + 4 x gld _128b. The coefficients of the latter two counters reflect the ratio of the chunk size to that of gld_32b. We aggregate gst 32b, gst 64b, and gst 128b to virtual counter gst in the same manner. Instead of the original counters, we use gld and gst so that the number of independent variables is reduced to nine, which would require less training data for robust regression analysis.
Linear regression with all the performance counters may not yield the most accurate model, especially when the size of training data is limited. For example, using a subset of counters, such as instructions, gld, and gst, thus reducing the complexity of the regression, could achieve better accuracy. We experimentally evaluate several variations of models in Section IV.
3) Avoiding Overfitting: Our linear modeling performs reg ularization to avoid overfitting to training data. Ridge regres sion is an extension of linear regression with regularization, where parameter A adjusts the fitness of the derived model to the training data [10] . We use ridge regression with the A value determined by n-fold cross validation.
IV. EVALUATION
We apply the proposed statistical modeling to a set of CUDA kernels to evaluate its accuracy. We evaluate modeling accuracy by ten-fold cross validation. The training data is divided into ten equally-sized subsets, and for each subset we compute squared errors of the model trained with the remaining nine subsets. The experimental platform is a 64-bit Linux machine with NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285. The detailed specification is listed in Table III .
A. Training and Evaluation Samples
For this evaluation, we use programs included in CUDA SDK and the Rodinia benchmark suite, as listed in Table II . We particularly select the Rodinia benchmark suite because it covers a wide variety of parallel application kernels (i.e., Berkeley dwarfs [11] ), which would improve the effectiveness of statistical training. We take both power and performance profiles of 49 kernels in the programs by running each kernel for one second. Note that we do not use all the kernels included in CUDA SDK and the Rodinia benchmark suite, such as kernels that use less than the minimum number of thread blocks (120 in this work), and those that do not run on our evaluation platform.
We evaluate our modeling against two sets of kernels in the above programs. The first set contains all the kernels except for those that use texture reads, and another is the set of all kernels. As discussed in Section III-A, texture reads cannot be monitored by the current set of CUDA performance counters. Hence, kernels with texture reads would be difficult to estimate their power consumption accurately. Furthermore, including such kernels in model training could have adverse effects on the accuracy of the resulting model with respect to the other non-texture kernels. In the programs listed in Table II , six kernels in convolutionTexture, boxFilter, Kmeans, and Leukocyte use texture reads. We first evaluate the model accuracy with the remaining 43 kernels, and next discuss the limitation of the current modeling with all the kernels.
B. Results without Texture Reads
While the performance profiles contain nine counters, using all of them does not necessarily lead to the most accurate model since the more parameters in regression, the more training data is needed for robust analysis. We first evaluate the following seven sets of dependent variables. Here, let mem be the number of all the memory access events, i.e., mem = gld + gst + local load + local store.
1) Mem: This model considers only memory access events.
To further simplify the model, we use mem rather than gld, gst, local load, and local store. While this does not take the other activities into account, simpli fying modeling could derive a better model especially when the size of training data is limited. 2) Inst: Instead of memory accesses, this model uses the instruction count, instructions, for power estimation. 3) Mem/lnst: This model aims to improve the accuracy by using both mem and instructions. 4) Mem/lnst/Branch: This model uses branch in addition to Mern/Inst. Since executing more branches can lead to less efficient usage of GPU chip and memory, power might be reduced. Incorporating the branch counter to the model could better reflect such power behavior. Comparison of seven models in linear regression. Fig. 2 shows the average squared error of the seven re gression models. The most accurate model is Full model, whose average squared error is 54.9 and the average error ratio is 4.7%. Simpler models, especially Modelflnst/Branch, also yield comparable accuracies. This result indicates that in practice we could reduce the number of performances counters in the power modeling without significantly impacting the estimation accuracy, which would require a less number of profiling runs for power estimation. However, the result also suggests that memory accesses and instruction counts are essential in power modeling. Since they require nine counters in total, and CUDA allows only four counters to be logged in a single run, our power modeling requires at least three profiling runs for reasonable accuracy. Fig. 3 compares the actual average watts, denoted by black bars, to the watts estimated by the Full model, denoted by the gray bars. We see that our power modeling achieves fairly accurate estimates in many kernels; however, several kernels do exhibit relatively large errors. One of the largest errors occurs in the estimation of a kernel, RandomGPU, in program MersenneTwister. The estimated power is lower than the actual by 23 watts. This error is likely to be caused by local_load and local store. The particular kernel is the only sample in our data set that has loads and stores to local memory. In our cross validation, when estimating the power consumption of the kernel, no kernels in the training data set have local memory accesses, yielding a model without local_load and local_load terms. Therefore, power consumption due to lo cal memory accesses in the MersenneTwister kernel cannot be estimated. This problem can be mitigated by collecting more training data with local memory accesses. Another kernel with a large error is a kernel in simpleCUBLAS (sgemm), where our estimate is lower than the actual by 18 watts. Although no exact details of the kernel are publicly known because its source code is not available, it is likely to extensively use the fused multiply-add instruction. The instruction would exercise more hardware transistors than the other instructions, consuming more power per instruction count. However, our power model is unable to reflect such differences in instruction types accurately, since they are not recorded by the current set of CUDA performance counters. Fig. 4 shows the average contributions of the performance counters and the model intercept to the estimated power of each kernel. As shown in the graph, the constant factor (i.e., f3 in Equation 1) accounts for approximately 70% of power consumption. As expected, instructions, gld, and gst have the largest correlations with power. The most negatively correlated counters include branch and tlb miss. These events imply inefficient usage of compute and I/O resources in GPU, which in turn could reduce instantaneous power consumption. Note that kernels with a larger number of such events do not necessarily consume less energy, since they would take longer time to perform their computation.
5)
C. Results with Texture Reads
The programs listed in Table II includes six ker nels that read GPU DRAM though texture hardware, namely GICOV _ kernel and dilate _kernel in Leukocyte, kmeansPoint in Kmeans, d _ boxfil ter _ rgba x in boxFil ter, and convolutionColumnGPU and convolutionRowGPU in convolution Texture. Our performance profiling is unable to
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;:; ;:; c: '" '" identify texture reads since no counters for monitoring texture accesses are available. We apply the same power modeling to the data set with texture read kernels, and identify the limitation of the current power modeling.
We apply the Full model to the data set including texture reads. Fig. 5 shows the actual and estimated power of each kernel. The average squared error is 140.4. The reason of the much larger error compared to the case with no texture kernels is that the power consumption of texture kernels are estimated to be much lower than the actual. For example, the actual power of d_boxfilter_rgba_y is 151W, while our estimate is 109W. The other texture kernels show similar discrepancies. The underestimation is caused by the lack of performance counters that record texture accesses in the CUDA profiler version 2.3. This could be mitigated with the recent profiler enhancements introduced in CUDA version 3.0, which adds counters for the numbers of texture hits and misses.
V. DISCUSSIONS
The experimental results demonstrate that the GPU perfor mance counters can be utilized to estimate power consumption of the GPU very accurately. These positive results encourage us to explore model-based techniques for reducing power consumption in GPU-based computing. One of the potential directions that we are currently investigating is to adjust GPU clock frequencies automatically so that power consumption is minimized within the given performance degradation thresh old. For example, memory-bound kernels might have signifi cant optimization opportunities for reducing power consump tion with minimum performance degradation by scaling down non-memory-related clock domains such as the shader clock. By statically deriving multiple power models for different frequency settings, we envision that at run time we would first run the kernel for collecting performance counter values, and then determine the optimal clock configurations for the kernel, which would be subsequently used in the remaining runs. This approach requires that the kernel can be run multiple times with the same performance behavior, which would be a reasonable assumption in many of common HPC applications.
Our current realization of the power modeling, however, has several challenges toward such online optimizations. One of such issues is that the current modeling uses 13 counters, whereas the GPU only allows four counters to be monitored simultaneously. We obtain more than four counter values by running the same kernel multiple times with the same input data. This could be acceptable if the model is used solely in offline scenarios; however, in online settings, minimizing the number of data-collecting runs would be important for ..; '"
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� " c: reducing the associated run-time overhead. The model accura cies with the different sets of performance counters shown in Fig. 2 imply that while using all the available counters would lead to the most accurate model, several other models with smaller sets of performance counters would exhibit compara ble accuracies. In our future work, we will further investigate the contributions of performance counters in improving model accuracies and study the technique for finding accurate models while minimizing the number of counters.
VI. RELATED WORK While performance acceleration with GPUs have been demonstrated with various applications [12] , power consump tion of GPUs has been little studied. Collange et aI. stud ied power consumption of several generations of NVIDIA GPUs executing several primitive operations such as memory reads, arithmetic operations, and texture accesses [13] . Their experiments on memory accesses showed that energy per memory request is much lower when the request is serviced by texture cache than when DRAM is involved. Ma et aI. studied correlation of power consumption and performance of graphics applications [14] . They also used performance profiles to build a statistical model of GPU power consumption, but unlike us they used NVIDIA PerfKit, which is designed to identify the usage of GPU components such as vertex and pixel shader usage, texture units, and Rap units, by conventional graphics applications, and thus their performance profiles do not contain GPGPU-specific events such as global memory accesses. Our experiments showed that accesses to global memory has the largest factor in power consumption of GPU kernels. Huang et aI. compared a GPU accelerated version of a bioinformatics application with a multithreaded CPU version, and showed that the GPU version outperforms the CPU version in performance, energy consumption, and energy efficiency [15] . While they needed hardware power sensors in their evaluation, once our statistical model is derived, it can provide an accurate estimate of the GPU kernel without relying on hardware sensors.
Estimation of power consumption of conventional CPUs have also been studied. Isci and Martonosi presented a power model for Pentium4 processors using performance coun ters [16] . They decompose the power consumption of the target processor into 22 components, and manually derive a model for each component using processor performance counters. Unlike us, their model derivation extensively relies on knowledge of internal architectural details of the target processor. A more black-box approach to power modeling is proposed by Bellosa et aI., where statistical linear regres sion is employed to estimate power consumption of CPUs using their performance counters [17] . Lee and Brooks also uses regression-based statistical modeling with performance counters for accurate and efficient microarchitectural perfor mance and power modeling [18] . This paper applies a similar methodology to significantly different hardware, i.e., the GPU, and demonstrated its effectiveness for a wide variety of GPU kernels. Kansal et al. proposes a power modeling technique for virtual machines to account power usage in data-center environments accurately [19] . Their 10uieMeter framework infers power dissipation of virtualized hardware components, such as CPUs, memory, and hard disks, by measuring actual physical resource usage by those virtual components and identifying its linear correlation to power dissipation. The modeling presented in this paper could be employed in the 10uieMeter framework to account the GPU power consump tion.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a statistical approach for estimating power consumption of GPU kernels. It uses the CUDA per formance counters to obtain performance profiles of kernels and finds linear correlation between the performance profiles and power consumption by statistical model learning. Our ex perimental evaluation demonstrated high estimation accuracy for many of the tested kernels: The average error ratio was 4.7%. However, we also identified a limitation in the proposed approach because of the lack of performance counters on texture accesses.
Our modeling still has several challenges. First, texture accesses need to be included into our power model for better accuracy, which would be possible with the recent enhancements to the CUDA profiler. Also, we apply the modeling method developed in this work to the latest NVIDIA Fermi GPU architecture and evaluate its effectiveness. Next, we will extend the current modeling technique for the other parts of GPU-accelerated systems, such as data transfers between host and GPU memory so as to estimate the total power consumption of GPU applications. Finally, we will explore potential applications of the presented power model for optimizing power consumption in GPU-based computing, such as dynamic frequency scaling and CPU-GPU adaptive scheduling.
